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ABSTRACT
Recent techniques for indoor localization are now able to
support practical, accurate turn-by-turn navigation for peo
ple with visual impairments (PVI). Understanding user be
havior as it relates to situational contexts can be used to
improve the ability of the interface to adapt to problem
atic scenarios, and consequently reduce navigation errors.
This work performs a ﬁne-grained analysis of user behavior
during indoor assisted navigation, outlining diﬀerent sce
narios where user behavior (either with a white-cane or a
guide-dog) is likely to cause navigation errors. The scenarios
include certain instructions (e.g., slight turns, approaching
turns), cases of error recovery, and the surrounding envi
ronment (e.g., open spaces and landmarks). We discuss the
ﬁndings and lessons learned from a real-world user study
to guide future directions for the development of assistive
navigation interfaces that consider the users’ behavior and
coping mechanisms.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

People with Visual Impairments (PVI) often need the as
sistance of sighted guides when visiting unfamiliar or com
plex indoor environments [18]. Current research in assistive
navigation technologies aims to increase the independence
of PVI by supporting and complementing their Orientation
and Mobility (O&M) skills. For instance, interactive ac
cessible maps [4] and virtual navigation [8] help building a
mental representation of the environment before visiting it;
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computer vision approaches enable object recognition and
obstacle avoidance without physical contact [7, 11, 19]; and
indoor positioning techniques provide accurate localization
and guidance using turn-by-turn navigation [2, 5, 15].
The combination of increased localization accuracy [2] and
interfaces that comply with O&M training [17], new stan
dards for navigation assistance (more details in [14]) and
knowledge about the behaviors, preferences and coping mech
anisms of PVI during navigation (e.g., [1, 12, 18]) has re
sulted in eﬀective navigation systems with a low number
of errors [15]. While such errors may be caused by an occa
sional decrease in localization accuracy, we noticed that they
can also be caused by problematic situations combined with
speciﬁc/unexpected user behavior or their coping mecha
nisms when interacting with the system.
In related research, navigation performance is often an
alyzed in terms of error rates and route completion times.
Alternatively, self-reported feedback is evaluated based on
surveys and interviews. Our study complements these works
by providing an in-depth analysis of PVI performing navi
gation tasks along the route. Such approach is essential for
understanding causes of navigation errors, in particular in
cases where the system behaves as expected. By observing
PVI in two user studies with an accurate navigation system
[15], we present a thematic analysis which outlines speciﬁc
situations and user behaviors that are likely to cause navi
gation errors. We present lessons learned that can be lever
aged by navigation interfaces in order to adapt and cope
with these problematic scenarios and observed behaviors.

2.

METHOD

Our main goal is to understand the causes for navigation
errors when using an accurate navigation system for PVI.
This knowledge can beneﬁt future developments in assisted
navigation by providing insights that consider the users’ be
havior and their coping mechanisms with the system.

2.1

Apparatus

NavCog [15] is a smartphone-based indoor navigation sys
tem for PVI that provides turn-by-turn guidance and in
formation about relevant landmarks and POIs within close
proximity to the user. At the start of each segment, it reads
the next instruction (e.g., “proceed 70 feet and turn left”).
As the user proceeds, NavCog provides periodic information
about the remaining distance and an “approaching” mes
sage right before the turn. At the turning point, the system
provides a verbal instruction (e.g., “turn left”) and a short
vibration and sound eﬀect. When the user completes the

turn, achieving the correct orientation, the vibration and
sound are provided again.
NavCog localization engine combines BLE beacon ﬁnger
printing and a pedestrian motion model (more details in
[2, 15]), achieving an average localization error under 1.65
meters in previous studies [2, 15]. We instrumented three
buildings at the Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) with the
NavCog environment, covering an area of 58, 800m2 .

2.2

User Studies

We observe videos of navigation tasks during two broader
user studies with PVI using NavCog at the CMU campus.
In the ﬁrst study, 13 blind participants (six guide-dog and
seven white-cane users - light perception at most) performed
a set of tasks with NavCog. For this observation, we only
considered navigation tasks where the goal was to follow
the instructions and reach the destination. This study com
prised both short (a single ﬂoor, 200 feet, four turns and six
POIs/landmarks) and long (two ﬂoors, using an elevator,
690 feet, eleven turns and 22 POIs/landmarks) routes.
In the second study (more details in [13]), 8 blind (white
cane) participants repeated a set of navigation tasks (in two
diﬀerent routes) using NavCog. The two routes had 500
and 250 feet length, 8 and 7 turns, and 13 and 10 POIs and
landmarks, respectively. In both studies, video was recorded
for analysis purposes from a ﬁrst- (participant) and thirdperson (researcher) perspective, using two GoPRO cameras.
Participants were compensated for their time ($25 per hour).

3.

FINDINGS

Based on our observations, we identiﬁed a set of situa
tional contexts where certain user behaviors caused navi
gation errors. The errors may be caused either by users’
navigation strategies or coping mechanisms as they inter
act further with the system. In this section, we summarize
the main ﬁndings of our thematic analysis and outline a set
of lessons learned that can guide the development of future
navigation assistance interfaces.

3.1

Close Sequence of Instructions

The navigation instructions are announced by NavCog at
the time and location that the user needs to act. With high
localization accuracy this approach resulted in very few nav
igation errors for all participants. In general, after perform
ing a turn, users start walking while listening to the next
instruction. This is only a problem when there is a very
close sequence of actions/instructions, such as turn left, pro
ceed 10 feet, turn right (Figure 1). In this case, faster users
(often guide-dog users) that immediately start walking may
perform a late second turn. Another example is the one of
landmarks (e.g., a door) that are located right after a turn,
which may inﬂuence the user’s perception of the environ
ment. As a door was only announced after performing the
turn, some users thought they were at a wrong location be
cause they did not feel any open path on the respective side.
This is supported by users’ feedback, who suggested using a
single instruction in close consecutive turns (turn right, and
after 10 feet turn left) and landmarks (turn right and ﬁnd a
door or go through a door and turn right).
A close sequence of instructions should be com
bined into a single one. This can increase contextual
awareness and prepare the user for the fast sequence of steps.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: An example of two consecutive turns: Af
ter completing the ﬁrst turn (a), separate instruc
tions can cause a late turn (b). Users can lever
age the knowledge of the next action, particularly
in cases of short spatial and temporal proximity.

3.2

Approaching a Turn

During both user studies most participants highlighted the
positive impact of the approaching instruction, since being
prepared allowed them to rarely miss a turn. While some
participants kept their pace, others noticeably reduced their
speed to make sure they turn at the right location. Another
common behavior was either to prompt their dog to turn
or to sense the wall with the white-cane in order to ﬁnd an
open path. This is very likely a coping mechanism due to
a previous late turn caused by an higher localization error
(e.g., two or three meters can cause the user to perform a late
turn). Such behavior was still successful in most occasions,
except when there was a very close sequence of intersections
so that an early turn resulted in following an alternative path
(instead of sensing the wall). Such sequence of intersections
is also more likely to result in a navigation error when there
is a decrease in localization accuracy.
The approaching instruction is valuable, but addi
tional mechanisms are needed when there are close
alternative turns. In those cases, alternative ways to com
municate the approaching or additional context needs to be
provided. Some examples include delaying the approaching
instruction or informing about the sequence of intersections
to prevent an early turn.
When arriving to a decision point and not prompted to
make a turn, guide dogs often reduce their speed or stop.
This often overlaps with a successful turn instruction and
consequent action. Occasionally, guide dogs stop slightly
before NavCog announces the turn. This may be due to a
minor localization error (e.g., 1 meter) or because the cor
ridor is wide and the dog stops at the beginning of the in
tersection. In these cases, although there is an open path,
participants needed to take one or two additional steps in
order for the system to announce the turn. An alternative
behavior was for the dog to take the lead, for instance by fol
lowing a known route (e.g., the path taken - in the opposite
direction - to the route starting point) or other pedestrians.
When that resulted in an error and involved a clear change
in direction, users were quickly able to understand and cor
rect their dog. However, it was more diﬃcult to perceive
slight changes in direction. In these cases, either the user
perceives that a mistake has been made or the system alerts
and corrects the user after a certain threshold.
Recognizing an error takes longer in unnoticed
slight turns. In particular with guide-dog users, systems
should be prepared to identify potential areas for diﬃcult er
ror recognition and act sooner to correct the user or, when
there is uncertainty, alert the user that the system is not
conﬁdent about his/her location.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Two example scenarios from the user
study which motivate our thematic analysis. (a)
The user is directed to go forward, but veering in
the open space results in confusion near the chair
area on the right. (b) The user is directed to make
a slight right turn in order to align with the new
position of the corridor, yet an over-turn leads her
to a door that she thought to be part of the path.

3.3

Error Recovery

Guide dog users rarely need to recover from errors as the
dog follows the correct path when instructed a little earlier
or at the turn location. When instructed late (for instance
due to their faster pace), the dog often looks for the next
turn, which results in longer recovery times. Still, users with
good echolocation skills [10] were able to recover quickly by
perceiving that they had just passed an intersection (which
also occurred for white-cane users). One participant com
mented ”So I was using (..) my echolocation skills to ﬁgure
out.. OK I just passed a corridor, it must have meant to go
there”. In general, white-cane users also made a low num
ber of navigation errors. In most cases, they recovered very
quickly as they could ﬁnd the correct path just by moving
their cane backward and forward to ﬁnd an opening. Longer
recovery times occur in wider corridors or open areas due to
the absence of a close wall. In addition, an occasional in
crease in localization error may result in the user moving
further from the turning point. In these cases, it can result
in the user going back and forth to ﬁnd an open corridor.
The system should detect unexpected and erro
neous behavior and intervene to help the user re
cover. While oﬀ-route and wrong-direction identiﬁcation is
valuable to recover from errors and re-direct the user, it uses
a distance threshold. Identifying erroneous behavior (e.g.,
going back and forth) before reaching that threshold may
result in sooner intervention and recovery.

3.4

Slight Turns

Instructions to turn right or left often resulted in approx
imately 90 degree turns, which are prevalent in both indoor
and outdoor environments [3]. However, when instructed to
make a slight turn (between 30 and 60 degrees), white-cane
users often over-turned (Figure 2 (b)). Although NavCog
provides a short vibration and sound eﬀect when reaching
the correct orientation, users’ end up receiving the feedback
after ﬁnalizing the turn, which is often performed with a
single, continuous movement. In general, users were able
to quickly recover after sensing the wall, but referred to the
ambiguity of slight-turns as the main cause for over-turning.
The literature refers to diﬀerent alternatives to provide di
rectional information, but there is no strong preference and
evidence towards a particular one. For instance, cardinal
directions may be diﬃcult to identify [16], in particular in
indoor locations. On the other hand, degrees or clockwise
information enable higher granularity instructions, but sim

pliﬁed instructions are often preferred by users [9].
Guide-dog users were equally able to perform regular and
slight turns, as they always provided right/left instructions
to the dog. Their feedback suggests that very slight turns
are not required to be mentioned, unless there are multiple
alternatives and a need to disambiguate the correct path.
Additional feedback should be provided in case of
over-turning. Besides providing feedback about reaching
a certain angle (success), it is necessary to correct the users
when their orientation is not the expected (by informing
that the user over-turned through speech or soniﬁcation). In
addition, further investigation needs to be conducted on how
to convey directional instructions in a way that minimizes
errors, in particular in slight turns.

3.5

Corridors and Open Spaces

Due to their O&M skills, white-cane users often navigated
throughout the corridors without sensing the walls with their
cane. Exceptions occur when approaching a turn (as pre
viously mentioned) and sometimes as a conﬁrmation when
instructed to turn at the end of the corridor. In addition,
it may occur due to veering (a change in direction), which
is quickly corrected in narrow corridors as the cane hits the
wall, but is more challenging in wide corridors and open ar
eas (Figure 2 (a)) as it may cause the user to deviate from
the intended path or bump into obstacles [18, 6]. While
NavCog has mechanisms to deal with veering (by correcting
the user to ”bear right/left”), it needs to be somewhat con
servative to avoid overwhelming the user when the veering
is minor (or nonexistent due to orientation error).
Increase the accuracy in open-areas in order to
quickly detect and correct veering. Designers should
concentrate their eﬀorts to increase localization (and ori
entation) accuracy in situations where the user has more
chances to deviate from the path. Better localization can be
accomplished in several ways depending on the technology
used (e.g., by placing additional beacons). Yet, in practice it
is likely that current tools will continue to present localiza
tion and orientation errors. In such cases, the system could
inform the user of its uncertainty so that users may cope
with the situation in a more cautious manner.
Provide contextual information that can help the
users navigate or recover by themselves. Landmarks
can be used to help the users disambiguate their location
or orientation and proceed in the required path. Errorprevention (such as follow the wall on the left) or disam
biguation (you should have the chairs on your right) instruc
tions can be used when problematic areas are identiﬁed.

3.6

Landmarks, POIs and Obstacles

Users found valuable to know more about the environ
ment, including POIs (e.g., water fountains or restrooms),
obstacles to avoid (e.g, chairs, tables or columns) and land
marks that help them orient themselves and conﬁrm their lo
cation (e.g., ﬂoor changes). As expected, the value of seman
tic information depended on the primary navigation aid: for
instance, guide-dog users do not require information about
obstacles [14, 18] and do not easily detect ﬂoor changes un
less there is a clear diﬀerence (e.g., carpet to tile).
On the other hand, alerting users about the environment
may create the expectation that the system will alert them
about every element of interest in the route. However, this
is not always the case, mainly due to changing conditions or

even design decisions. The ﬁrst includes doors that may be
open when the user is asked to turn at the end of the corridor
(leading the user to enter an oﬃce), or objects that are out of
their place or were later added to the environment. Design
decisions include areas with several POIs or obstacles where
the system needs to prioritize instructions in order to avoid
overloading the user.
Allow for personalization depending on the pri
mary navigation aid and user needs/preferences. Al
lowing for diﬀerent navigation modes (e.g., for guide-dog
or white-cane users) can provide more adequate feedback to
participants. However, it is important to consider that users
rarely modify defaults and having too many settings may
have a negative impact. Moreover, preferences and needs
often change with knowledge, which is dynamic in the case
of navigation for PVI. Possible approaches include model
ing user behavior (e.g., [13]), which may allow for automatic
adaptation of instructions based on the user and context.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

We aimed to better understand how users behave in vary
ing situational contexts while navigating with a smartphone
based turn-by-turn navigation app. We found that users’
behaviors and coping mechanisms (e.g., anticipating a turn
due to preventive behavior after a late turn) may lead to
problematic situations, such as deviating from the intended
path. In combination with particular scenarios, these be
haviors can lead to errors and longer recovery times, even
when the system behaves as expected. In order to inform
further interface design and development that can accom
modate the behavior of users, our study emphasized speciﬁc
lessons learned and takeaways. The conclusions can be used
by interface designers in order to provide more eﬀective realtime feedback. The large deployment area and hours of data
collected provided insights across a variety of users and op
eration modes. Although we used a speciﬁc navigational aid
interface, the implications regarding user behavior can be
applied to a broad set of navigation systems that rely on
turn-by-turn instructions to guide PVI.
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